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Acquisition chain elements Data acquisition chain is the set of elements necessary to catch analog or digital data, to transfer it to the receiver and the user. measurand = the physical quantity to measure Designing an acquisition chain is choosing devices and their assembly in order to have limitations compatible with information saving. Global characteristics of an acquisition chain depend on each chain link (manufacturer data, calibration)
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Different signals and sensors Characteristics of sensors



Sensor (Transducer) Interface between physical world and electronic world It is a component sensitive to a physical quantity which delivers an usable quantity from its variations (electric signal, electric voltage, mercury height, pointer deflection).
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Morphological classification of signals Continuous vs. discrete amplitude/time a analogous b quantized c sampled d digital
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Different signals and sensors Characteristics of sensors



Sensor types Output signal Analog: The output is an electric quantity whose value is proportional to the physical quantity measured by the sensor. The signal amplitude can have infinity values in a given range. Information is continuous. Possible signals: output voltage, output current, ... Examples: thermocouple, strain gauge



Digital: The output is a sequence of logical states. Possible signals: pulse train, optical encoders, go no-go
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Different signals and sensors Characteristics of sensors



Sensor types Example of an analogous transducer Capacitive sensor Capacitive sensing is a technology based on capacitive coupling that is used in many different types of sensors, including those to detect and measure proximity, position or displacement, humidity, fluid level, and acceleration. When an object (metallic or not) comes in the sensor detection field, it changes the capacity between sensor electrodes and induces oscillations detected by the sensor internal electronics.
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Sensor types Example of a digital transducer Optical sensor A photoelectric sensor is a proximity sensor. It consists of a light emitter associated to a receiver. An object is detected by the cut or the variation of a light beam. The signal is amplified to be use by the control part.
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Different signals and sensors Characteristics of sensors



Sensor types Null and deflection methods Deflection: The signal produces some physical (deflection) effect closely related to the measured quantity and transduced to be observable. Null: The signal produced by the sensor is counteracted to minimize the deflection. That opposing effect necessary to maintain a zero deflection should be proportional to the signal of the measurand.
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Different signals and sensors Characteristics of sensors



Characteristics of sensors 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
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Measuring range: the area in which the sensor characteristics are ensured with respect to the given specifications. Resolution: the smallest variation of the measured quantity which induces a perceptible change. Sensitivity: slope of the characteristics. Linearity: zone in which the sensitivity is constant/ departure of the actual characteristics from a pure linear response. Response time (to a step function). Bandwidth: frequency range for which the response amplitude of a system corresponds to a reference level. Hysterisis: delay of the effect on the cause. Usable temperature range
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Characteristics of sensors The sensor and all the processing chain induce errors: noise, delays, non linearity... The measurement global error can only be estimated. A rigorous design of the measurement chain can reduce errors and then uncertainty of the result. Precision: the concept of precision refers to the degree of reproducibility of a measurement. In other words, if exactly the same value were measured a number of times, an ideal sensor would output exactly the same value every time. A measure is given by the root-mean-square of n measurements. Accuracy: The accuracy of the sensor is the maximum difference that will exist between the actual value (which must be measured by a primary or good secondary standard) and the indicated value at the output of the sensor. A measure is given by the mean of n measurements.
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Conditioner Signal conditioning can include amplification, filtering, converting, range matching, isolation and any other processes required to make sensor output suitable for processing after conditioning. In certain cases it also fulfills the functions of galvanic insulation and energization of the passive sensors. Signal inputs accepted by signal conditioners include DC voltage and current, AC voltage and current, frequency and electric charge. Outputs for signal conditioning equipment can be voltage, current, frequency, timer or counter, relay, resistance or potentiometer, and other specialized outputs.
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Conditioner Filtering Filtering is the most common signal conditioning function, as usually not all the signal frequency spectrum contains valid data. The common example are 60 Hz AC power lines, present in most environments, which will produce noise if amplified. Amplifying The voltage delivered by the sensor is of the order of a few millivolts. It is then necessary to amplify the signal for processing downstream. Signal amplification performs two important functions: increases the resolution of the inputed signal, and increases its signal-to-noise ratio. For example, the output of an electronic temperature sensor, which is probably in the millivolts range is probably too low for an Analog-to-digital converter (ADC) to process directly. In this case it is necessary to bring the voltage level up to that required by the ADC. Commonly used amplifiers on signal conditioning include Sample and hold amplifiers, Peak Detectors, Log amplifiers, Antilog amplifiers, Instrumentation amplifiers or programmable gain amplifiers
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The quality of an amplifier can be characterized by a number of specifications: - Gain: The gain of an amplifier is the ratio of output to input power or amplitude, and is usually measured in decibels. - Bandwidth: The bandwidth of an amplifier is the range of frequencies for which the amplifier gives satisfactory performance. - Efficiency: Efficiency is a measure of how much of the power source is usefully applied to the amplifier output. - Linearity: An ideal amplifier would be a totally linear device, but real amplifiers are only linear within limits. When the signal drive to the amplifier is increased, the output also increases until a point is reached where some part of the amplifier becomes saturated and cannot produce any more output; this is called clipping, and results in distortion. - Noise: This is a measure of how much noise is introduced in the amplification process. Noise is an undesirable but inevitable product of the electronic devices and components. The metric for noise performance of a circuit is noise figure or noise factor. Noise figure is a comparison between the output signal to noise ratio and the thermal noise of the input signal.
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- Output dynamic range: Output dynamic range is the range, usually given in dB, between the smallest and largest useful output levels. The lowest useful level is limited by output noise, while the largest is limited most often by distortion. The ratio of these two is quoted as the amplifier dynamic range. More precisely, if S =maximal allowed signal power and N =noise power, the dynamic range DR is DR = S+N N . - Slew rate: Slew rate is the maximum rate of change of the output, usually quoted in volts per second (or microsecond). - Rise time: The rise time, tr , of an amplifier is the time taken for the output to change from 10% to 90% of its final level when driven by a step input. - Settling time: The time taken for the output to settle to within a certain percentage of the final value (for instance 0.1%) is called the settling time. - Stability: Stability is an issue in all amplifiers with feedback, whether that feedback is added intentionally or results unintentionally. It is especially an issue when applied over multiple amplifying stages.
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Conditioner Isolation Signal isolation must be used in order to pass the signal from the source to the measurement device without a physical connection: it is often used to isolate possible sources of signal perturbations. it is important to isolate the potentially expensive equipment used to process the signal after conditioning from the sensor. Magnetic or optic isolation can be used. Magnetic isolation transforms the signal from voltage to a magnetic field, allowing the signal to be transmitted without a physical connection (for example, using a transformer). Optic isolation takes an electronic signal and modulates it to a signal coded by light transmission (optical encoding), which is then used for input for the next stage of processing.
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Multiplexer Track and hold unit Analog-to-digital converter



Data acquisition and transfer Multiplexer A multiplexer (or mux) is a device that selects one of several analog or digital input signals and forwards the selected input into a single line. A multiplexer of 2n inputs has n select lines, which are used to select which input line to send to the output. A multiplexer is also called a data selector.
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Multiplexer Track and hold unit Analog-to-digital converter



Data acquisition and transfer Track and hold unit (Sample and hold) This device is placed upstream the analog-to-digital converter in order to acquire a given value of the voltage inlet the converter for a given time and to maintain this value stable for the conversion duration. A sampler is an interruptor controled by a digital signal with a frequency Fe . τ is the time for which the interruptor is closed (a sample duration). We must have: τ 
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